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DICTIONARYSESSION 1

1. abandon (bir yeri, kişiyi veya şeyi)
  terk etmek

• The captain ordered his crew to abandon the 

ship.

(bir aktiviteyi veya işi) 
bitirmeden bırakmak

• The players abandoned the game at 

 half-time because of the bad weather.

2. abnormal garip, normalden farklı 
• The child’s abnormal behaviour was 

disturbing.

3. absence  (bir yerde) bulunmama, mevcut 
olmama 

• The student had to make an excuse for his 

absence in the class.

4. absolutely tamamen
• The use of electronics in the plane is 

absolutely forbidden.

• She has absolutely no right to take my 

phone without permission.

5. abundant büyük miktarda, bol bol 
• Snow is abundant in the higher parts of the 

island.

6. background arka plan, bir şeyin arkasındaki 
manzara veya görünüm

• The picture he took was so beautiful that I 

save it as the background on my phone.

7. bake fırında pişirmek veya pişmek
• I have learnt how to bake better cookies.

• We are baking chicken for dinner.

8. balance denge, denge durumu
• I couldn’t catch my balance and fell while 

walking.

• Hunters are blamed for upsetting the 

balance in the nature.

9. ban yasak, yasaklamak 

• The government has introduced a ban on 

tobacco advertisement.

• The sales of the book are banned in the 

country.

10. calculate hesaplamak 

• They need to calculate the amount of 

hydrogen in the atmosphere.

11. cancellation iptal, iptal etme
• Poor ratings during the last two seasons 

almost caused the show’s cancellation.

• Your name will be placed on a waiting list, so 

you can be called if there is a cancellation. 

12. candid içten, dürüst, samimi
• To be candid with you, I think you are not 

quite ready for this marriage.

13. candidate aday, bir sınava giren kimse
• We have interviewed ten candidates so far.

• Lithium is the lightest of all the metals and 

thus a candidate for battery use.

14. capable yeterlikli, yapabilen, elinden 
gelen

• He is capable of showing his emotions.

• The company is looking for a capable 

secretary.

15. capital başkent
• Kuala Lumpur is the national capital of 

Malaysia.

büyük harf
• Proper nouns should start with a capital in 

English.

kapital, sermaye
• Alfred Nobel left all his capital to found the 

Nobel Prize.
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18. ignore bilmezlikten gelmek, 
aldırmamak

• One cannot ignore the massive infl uence 

of media.

• Most parents ignore the cavities in their 

children’s teeth.

19. illegal yasaya aykırı
• Those who use illegal drugs are banned 

from the Olympic Games. 

20. illusion hayal, yanılsama 

• The impression of happy lives on social 

media is just an illusion.
      

21. image görüntü, imaj, izlenim
• We should concentrate more on the public 

image of our company.

• As a sales manager, I need to present a 

positive image.

22. jar kavanoz
• I couldn’t fi nd a suitable jar for cookies.

23. jealous kıskanç
• She loves to gossip and gets jealous of 

others easily.

24. keen hevesli, istekli
• The children were keen on the idea of 

camping.

(duyular ve duygular için) 
keskin  

• Dogs are famous for their keen senses of 

smell.

25. labour iş, emek; iş gücü
• Child labour played an important role in 

Industrial Revolution.

doğum
• My sister started labour at six o’clock.

26. lack eksiklik, sahip olmama; bir 
şeyden yoksun olmak, sahip 
olmamak

• Engineers have been told to abandon the 

project due to lack of funding.

• Unfortunately, many children around the 

world lack proper nourishment.

27. ladder seyyar merdiven
• He began to climb the ladder and when he 

had almost reached the top, he stumbled 

and fell onto the ground.

28. machinery makinalar, mekanizma
• John has a fi ne knowledge of machinery.

29. mad deli, akıl hastası 
• She used to hear voices in her head and 

people thought she was mad. 

30. magnifi cently  mükemmel bir şekilde  

• They magnifi cently decorated their new 

house just like they dreamt.

31. magnify büyütmek
• Galileo’s telescope used glass lenses to 

magnify objects. 

32. maintain sürdürmek, önceki durumunu 
devam ettirmek

• They couldn’t maintain their relationship 

anymore.

bakmak, geçindirmek
• I have to work hard to maintain my life.

iyi durumda tutmak
• It takes a lot of time to maintain a large 

garden.

33. major büyük, önemli, ciddi
• Traffi c jam is a major problem in big cities.

• Researchers announced a major advance 

in the treatment of cancer.

ana dal, mezun olunan dal
• What is your major at university?
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A. Complete each sentence with one of the words below.

salary raise particular participate rapidly

racial sacred target vaccinate satisfactory

1. The child and infant mortality rate have been showing a downward trend thanks to the efforts to 

________________ all children against contagious diseases.

2. Parents are advised to be honest, friendly and respectful role models at home when they nurture 

and ________________ their children.

3. Certain animals are considered ________________ in some nations such as the cow for Indians 

and the eagle for the Native Americans.

4. Although the company offered me a high ________________, I had to refuse it because I had plans 

to move to another country.

5. Our department has reached its ________________ of 500 new customers for this month with an 

effective new strategy.

6. Many Black children have been suffering from ________________ abuse by their peers and 

teachers at school.

7. Generally, house prices increase ________________ in my area in line with the opening of schools, 

colleges and universities.

8. They showed no ________________ interest in the issue of global warming mainly debated through 

my presentation.

9. The professor kindly reminded the students of how important to ________________ in class 

activities and discussions.

10. It will be unlikely to get ________________ results without implementing the true assessment tools. 

B. Complete each sentence with one of the words below.

partially tame qualify rate scenery

value scare sample unbearable wage

1. The working conditions in the 19th century were completely ________________ when compared 

with those of today.

2. The rapid development of Artifi cial Intelligence technology ________________ many people for the 

fear that robots can rule over humans.

3. It has been argued by researchers that cats were never ________________ by human beings; 

instead they learnt how to live with humans by themselves.

4. The teacher said she couldn’t fully grade my homework and cut off several points as I had 

________________ answered the questions. 

5. As people age, they come to better understanding of the ________________ of true friendship and 

try to appreciate it more.

6. The nurse took blood ________________ from the patient to analyse and identify the real cause of 

her feeling ill.

7. Unfortunately, my application for the art school has been rejected on the grounds that I don’t 

________________ the necessary skills.

8. There is a tremendous ________________ gap between educated and uneducated people in the 

current business system.

9. Iceland has the most amazing ________________ in the world, that’s why; it attracts thousands of 

tourists each year.

10. People wish the government would take action before the unemployment reaches to an alarming 
________________.
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1. More and more species have ---- in the 
course of evolution by becoming adapted 
to the constantly changing environments.

A) based

B) checked

C) falsifi ed

D) emerged

E) embarrassed

2. A third of ---- accidents involved single 
vehicles such as a car, mainly as a result of 
speeding or alcohol.

A) fashionable

B) decisive

C) elderly

D) chill

E) fatal

3. The manager entered in the offi ce, 
addressing employees ---- by their fi rst 
names and talking to them emphatically.

A) familiarly

B) effi ciently

C) centrally

D) magnifi cently

E) scenically

4. If they hadn’t bought all the fancy furniture, 
they wouldn’t have found themselves on 
the verge of ----.

A) achievement

B) defi nition

C) bankruptcy

D) accent

E) farming

 

5. Communication is a fundamental social 
process, a(n) ---- human need and the 
foundation of all social organisations.

A) basic

B) rapid

C) obedient

D) chaotic

E) unbearable

6. I ---- agree that employees should be given 
more free time to be able to focus on their 
own lives.

A) sacredly

B) defi nitely

C) fatally

D) chaotically

E) abnormally

7. D. Bautista began his career as a wrestler 
in 1999 and gained ---- by winning the 
World Heavyweight Championship four 
times.

A) decade

B) objection

C) safety

D) fame

E) farewell

    

8. Early on Sunday, the rescue team ---- that 
it would be a miracle if anyone else were to 
be found alive under the ruins.

A) banned

B) declared

C) emancipated

D) elected

E) fascinated
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9. The same seed, exposed to identical 
conditions of climate, will produce ---- 
different fl owers if it is planted in different 
soils.

A) manually

B) markedly

C) narrowly

D) familiarly

E) objectively

10. Many species of birds and whales learn 
their songs by ---- other members of their 
species.

A) banning

B) emancipating

C) imitating

D) sailing

E) qualifying

11. The unicorn is a(n) ---- creature that has 
been described as a beast with a single 
pointed horn located on its forehead.

A) narrow-minded

B) imaginary

C) elementary

D) fateful

E) immoral

12. Maintaining healthy relationships without 
confl ict and stress helps you improve your 
---- of life.

A) quality

B) pearl

C) wage

D) sample

E) ladder

 

13. Traits such as courage, independence and 
strength were thought to belong to ---- 
gender in Western traditions.

A) immediate

B) naive

C) masculine

D) daily

E) fatal

14. He believes that drivers are acting ---- if 
they warn each other by fl ashing their 
lights on the roads.

A) patiently

B) centrally

C) absolutely

D) immorally

E) markedly

 

15. As most of Indian ---- speak English 
fl uently, the transition to American society 
has become easier for them.

A) immigrants

B) pedestrians

C) landladies

D) celebrities

E) parrots

16. The war ---- for almost 20 years and caused 
enormous damage and depopulation of the 
country.

A) generalized

B) paved

C) lasted

D) tamed

E) pardoned 


